Each year in the United States, nontyphoidal *Salmonella enterica*, *Escherichia coli* O157, *Listeria monocytogenes*, and *Campylobacter* cause >2 million estimated foodborne illnesses, 31,000 hospitalizations, and 700 deaths (1), representing an estimated $9–$11 billion in impacts to human health (2,3). Estimating the percentage of these illnesses attributable to the consumption of specific foods (i.e., foodborne illness source attribution) is foundational to a risk-based national food safety system (4). Such estimates can inform strategic planning, priority setting, risk assessments, economic analyses, and evaluations of the impacts of regulations and interventions (5).

Numerous studies in the United States and worldwide have estimated source attribution on the basis of aggregated foodborne outbreak data (6–12). For the United States, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) previously estimated the number of domestically acquired foodborne illnesses, hospitalizations, and deaths attributable to food categories based on analysis of outbreaks during 1998–2008 (13).

Through the Interagency Food Safety Analytics Collaboration (IFSAC), CDC, the US Food and Drug Administration, and the US Department of Agriculture Food Safety and Inspection Service work in partnership to develop improved source attribution estimates through multiple interconnected projects (14,15). This study reflects a tri-agency effort to update and harmonize estimates for the United States for nontyphoidal *Salmonella*, *E. coli* O157, *L. monocytogenes*, and *Campylobacter* using data from outbreaks that occurred during 1998–2012.
IFSAC’s approach addresses some of the limitations of prior studies. We describe this method here. We use statistical modeling to mitigate the influence of large outbreaks that might bias estimates, and we incorporate epidemiologic factors relevant to outbreak size. We weight recent outbreaks more heavily than older ones and quantify uncertainty by estimating credibility intervals around estimates. We also use an updated food categorization scheme that better meets the needs of the regulatory agencies.

Methods

Data Sources

CDC’s Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System (FDOSS) collects standardized reports submitted by state, local, and territorial health departments on foodborne disease outbreaks. In FDOSS, outbreaks are defined as the occurrence of ≥2 cases of a similar illness resulting from the ingestion of a common food (16). We extracted data from FDOSS on reported foodborne outbreaks caused by nontyphoidal *Salmonella enterica*, *E. coli* O157 (*E. coli* O157:H7 and *E. coli* O157:NM), *L. monocytogenes*, and *Campylobacter* spp., in which the first illness occurred in a US state or the District of Columbia during 1998–2012. We extracted data on December 18, 2013. Analysis was conducted by using SAS 9.3, JMP Pro (SAS Institute, https://www.sas.com), and R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org).

We included only outbreaks with a single causal pathogen and for which implicated foods could be assigned to a single food category because those outbreaks have the clearest information. We excluded outbreaks caused by multiple pathogens or for which no food or ingredient was implicated, including outbreaks with a complex food vehicle (i.e., consisting of ingredients belonging to ≥1 food category) for which the implicated ingredient was not determined. A previously published method (13) for assigning the food category for complex food outbreaks could not be applied to more recent data without substantial revision.

We excluded outbreaks for which implicated foods came from >1 food category (i.e., multiple foods). For example, an outbreak for which apples and cantaloupe were both implicated would be included because both fall into the fruits category, but an outbreak for which apples and cheese were both implicated would be excluded.

By using a hierarchical scheme of 22 food categories, we assigned outbreaks to a single category on the basis of implicated foods or ingredients (17). Because of sparse data, outbreaks in 8 food categories were aggregated into 3 combined categories: other meat and poultry (other meat, other poultry); other seafood (shellfish, other aquatic animals); and other produce (fungi, herbs, root-underground, nuts-seeds), resulting in 17 food categories for our analysis (Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/1/20-3832-App1.pdf).

In FDOSS, an outbreak must have ≥2 ill persons (16). For *Salmonella*, *E. coli* O157, and *Campylobacter*, outbreaks with confirmed etiology are defined as those in which the outbreak strain was isolated from ≥2 patients or from epidemiologically implicated food; confirmed outbreaks of *L. monocytogenes* infections must have 1 person with the outbreak strain isolated from a normally sterile site (18). (Cases of listeriosis can also be diagnosed based on symptoms and culture of pregnancy-associated products of conception, which are not sterile.) The etiology of an outbreak not meeting these conditions is considered to be suspected. We found no statistically significant differences in outbreak size or foods implicated between outbreaks with confirmed and those with suspected status, and therefore included outbreaks with suspected etiology in the analysis (Appendix). The final dataset used for exploratory analysis and estimates of sources included 952 outbreaks assigned to 17 food categories (Table 1).

Exploratory Analysis

We focused exploratory analysis on factors influencing outbreak size. We used the total number of reported illnesses as the measure of outbreak size. Whereas most outbreaks are small, some are very large. For example, of the 4,732 reported *Campylobacter* outbreak illnesses during the entire 15-year period, more than one third (1,644) were from a single outbreak. Large outbreaks might not be representative of the sources of sporadic illnesses and might overly influence estimates of food sources (13).

Untransformed outbreak size is skewed and varies across pathogens (Figure 1). Log transformation of outbreak size results in distributions that are more symmetric and normally distributed, although considerable variation remains within and across pathogens (Figure 1). We therefore used log-transformed outbreak size in statistical modeling.

FDOSS data include epidemiologic factors that might relate to the size and scope of an outbreak, including pathogen, number of states in which outbreak exposures occurred, implicated foods and ingredients, and the type of location in which food was prepared (e.g., restaurant or private home). We explored the relationships between outbreak size and these variables.
Distinct differences in distributions of outbreak size can be observed by pathogen and 3 categorical variables: food category, type of food preparation location, and whether exposures occurred in multiple states or a single state (Figure 2). For example, the mean size of multistate outbreaks is larger than single-state outbreaks for \textit{Salmonella}, \textit{Escherichia coli} O157, and \textit{Listeria monocytogenes} despite the small number of outbreaks. Differences in grouped means can be observed for all 3 categorical variables for \textit{L. monocytogenes}.

### Statistical Modeling

Whereas prior studies calculated attribution proportions on the basis of observed counts of reported outbreak events or outbreak illnesses \((6,13)\), in this study we developed a model-based approach to estimate the number of outbreak illnesses for attribution. This approach mitigates the impact of large outbreaks and enables the incorporation of epidemiologic factors beyond pathogen and food category.

After considering several approaches, we chose analysis of variance (ANOVA) of log-transformed outbreak sizes as the modeling framework, partly based on simplicity and interpretability (Appendix). For each pathogen, we developed a model to estimate the log-transformed number of illnesses based on the 3 factors shown to be associated with outbreak size: food category, type of food preparation location, and whether exposures occurred in multiple states or a single state. Each of these factors was found through
Recency-Weighted Statistical Modeling

1-way ANOVA to be a statistically significant (p<0.05) predictor of outbreak size for ≥1 pathogens. Although not all 3 factors were significant for all pathogens, we included them to maintain uniformity across the analysis. We explored serotype-specific ANOVA models for *Salmonella*, but for most serotypes these models did not find different distributions of outbreaks across food categories or meaningful differences in outbreak size across the other factors. The exception was serotype Enteritidis, outbreaks of which did display differences from other serotypes. Therefore, we developed 2 distinct *Salmonella* ANOVA models: 1 for Enteritidis and 1 for all other serotypes.

Each of the 5 pathogen-specific models estimates the log-transformed number of illnesses for each reported outbreak on the basis of that outbreak’s characteristics as defined by the categorical variables. We then back-transformed the model-estimated numbers of illnesses

---

**Figure 2.** Number of reported illnesses (log scale) for foodborne disease outbreaks caused by a single pathogen and attributable to a single food category, for 3 outbreak characteristics, for *Salmonella, Escherichia coli O157, Listeria monocytogenes,* and *Campylobacter,* Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System, United States, 1998–2012. Each panel displays outbreak size for a given pathogen, grouped by 1 of 3 categorical variables. Each includes a scatterplot of individual outbreaks (indicated by solid circles), the mean (indicated by solid squares), and a boxplot showing median, interquartile range, and minimum and maximum values inside the inner and outer fences (1.5 interquartile range).
for all years. The estimated attribution percentage $AP_{pc}$ is defined as:

$$AP_{pc} = \frac{\sum_{y} \sum_{i} w_y \times MEI(o_{pcyi})}{\sum_{y} \sum_{i} w_y \times MEI(o_{pcyi})} \times 100$$

where $MEI(o_{pcyi})$ is the number of model-estimated illnesses for a specific outbreak $o$ and $i$ is the instance in the set of outbreaks associated with a pathogen–food pair occurring in a given year. To estimate 90% credibility intervals for each $AP_{pc}$, Bayesian bootstrap resampling (10,000 per pathogen–food category pair) was performed on the weighted model estimates (21,22). The 5th and 95th percentiles of the bootstrap distributions were used as the lower and upper bounds for the credibility intervals.

We conducted sensitivity analyses to examine the impacts of data selection and modeling choices on estimates. These analyses included comparing our attribution estimates to those based on reported outbreak illnesses and log-transformed illnesses, evaluating the impact of alternate ANOVA model specifications, examining the impact of recency-weighting choices and approaches, and evaluating the impact of particularly large and influential outbreaks.

**Results**

We extracted data on 2,732 US outbreaks caused by nontyphoidal *Salmonella*, *E. coli* O157, *L. monocytogenes*, and *Campylobacter* that occurred during 1998–2012. We excluded 77 outbreaks because they were caused by multiple pathogens, excluded an additional 1,014 because they did not have an identified food vehicle, and excluded an additional 689 that could not be assigned to a single food category (Appendix Figure 2). These exclusions resulted in a dataset with 952 outbreaks (35% of 2,732), each caused by a single pathogen and assignable to 1 of 17 food categories (Table 1).

The final estimates (Table 2; Figure 3) attributed *Salmonella* illnesses more broadly than other pathogens, with nonzero estimates for 16 categories; of those, 4 food categories had estimated percentages >10%: seeded vegetables (e.g., tomatoes), eggs, fruits, and chicken. Cumulatively, the top 7 food categories accounted for 77% of illnesses. Credibility intervals for *Salmonella* were largely overlapping but comparatively narrow, attributable in part to the high number of *Salmonella* outbreaks in the analysis. In contrast, 82% of illnesses caused by *E. coli* O157 were attributed to only 2 food categories, beef and vegetable row crops (e.g., leafy greens). Only 2 other food categories, dairy and fruits, had estimated attribution percentages >1%.

Similarly, 81% of illnesses caused by *L. monocytogenes* were attributed to 2 food categories, dairy and fruits.

**Recency Weighting**

Because of changes over time in food consumption patterns, food production and processing practices, food safety activities, regulatory interventions, and other factors, recent outbreaks are probably more representative of current foodborne illness attribution than older outbreaks. We explored estimating attribution on the basis of only 3, 5, or 7 years of the most recent outbreaks, but data sparseness and high year-to-year variability, particularly in food categories for which outbreaks were not reported every year, led to instability and more statistical uncertainty in attribution estimates when older outbreaks were excluded (Appendix). Therefore, we included older outbreaks but down-weighted them on the basis of recency. Outbreaks older than 5 years were multiplied by an exponential decay function, an approach long used in many fields to down-weight older data in forecasting and time-series models, including public health surveillance (19,20). This approach is flexible to inclusion of additional years of data; as the number of years of data increases, the earliest years have less and less weight.

The multiplicative recency-weighting factor $w_y$ for an outbreak in year $y$ is defined as a function of decay parameter $a$ and the most recent year of data $Y$:

$$w_y = \begin{cases} a^{(Y-y)-5}, & y < Y - 5 \\ 1, & y \geq Y - 5 \end{cases}$$

We used a decay parameter $a$ of 5/7 (0.7142). This factor resulted in outbreaks occurring during 2008–2012 providing 67% of the overall information, with 28% from outbreaks occurring during 2003–2007, and 5% outbreaks occurring during 1998–2002 (Appendix Table 4).

**Calculating Attribution Percentages**

For pathogen $p$ and food category $c$, the attribution percentage $AP_{pc}$ is calculated by dividing the sum of recency-weighted model-estimated illnesses of that pathogen–food category pair across all years by the sum of recency-weighted model-estimated illnesses for all food categories associated with that pathogen.
Only 4 other food categories (sprouts, turkey, vegetable row crops, and pork) had estimated attribution percentages >1%. The wide and overlapping credibility intervals reflect the very small number of *L. monocytogenes* outbreaks in the analysis (n = 24).

An estimated 66% of *Campylobacter* outbreak illnesses were attributed to the dairy category. This percentage was substantially higher than for any other food category. About 8% of illnesses are attributed to chicken; 6% were attributed respectively to vegetable row crops, seeded vegetables, and other seafood.

We found estimates to be robust across a wide variety of scenarios. We assessed the sensitivity of estimates to particularly influential outbreaks and to modeling decisions, such as choices in statistical modeling, down-weighting of older outbreaks, and consideration of etiology status (Appendix).

### Discussion

Although only a small proportion of foodborne illnesses are part of recognized outbreaks, outbreak investigations can provide insights into the causes and contributing factors leading to infection. Because linking an illness to a particular food is rarely possible except during an outbreak, aggregated data from foodborne outbreaks have been used to estimate the food sources of all illnesses caused by specific pathogens in numerous countries (6–12).

Whereas our approach addresses numerous challenges with estimating attribution percentages on the basis of outbreak data, some issues must be considered when using these estimates to inform food safety decision-making. Our analysis does not indicate the point of contamination, because outbreak investigations implicate only the food vehicle that was consumed. Moreover, the outbreaks included in this analysis include only 35% of the reported foodborne disease outbreaks caused by these pathogens during the study period, and they might not be representative of all foodborne outbreaks caused by these pathogens. The exclusion of outbreaks attributable to complex foods for which the contaminated ingredient was not determined could result in underrepresentation of food categories containing foods often eaten as part of complex dishes (e.g., leafy greens and eggs) (23). However, because the published method for assigning food categories to these complex food outbreaks is somewhat subjective and relies on internet searches for recipes (24), excluding these outbreaks provides results based on the most accurate available data. A method to incorporate data from these outbreaks is being developed.

Foods are implicated in outbreaks through epidemiologic analyses, by isolation of the causal pathogen from implicated food, through examination of supply chain records or environmental assessments, or by other information. The strength of evidence implicating foods varies widely across outbreaks.

For some pathogens and pathogen-food pairs, the number of outbreaks available for analyses was...
quite low. For example, our data include only 24 outbreaks caused by L. monocytogenes, so 1 fruits-linked outbreak (a very large outbreak that occurred in 2011 and was associated with contaminated cantaloupe) had a profound influence on attribution estimates for this pathogen. However, our approach reflects the uncertainties associated with sparse data in wider credibility intervals.

Although we weighted recent outbreaks more heavily than older ones because recent outbreaks are probably more representative of current attribution, we did not formally account for possible changes in underlying factors over time in the main effects model. Examples of such factors could include changes in pathogen-specific disease incidence, outbreak investigation practices, or outbreak reporting by states. Generalizing outbreak-based attribution to overall foodborne disease assumes, implicitly, that the foods implicated in outbreaks reflect the food sources of illness in the general population. However, these assumptions might not always hold. For example, ≈10% of outbreaks occurred among institutionalized populations, such as those in correctional facilities, hospitals, and nursing homes. In these populations, case-ascertainment rates, food options, and sources of food contamination might not be representative of the general population. However, such outbreaks might elucidate setting- or subpopulation-specific contamination problems that are difficult to identify among the general population.

Campylobacter attribution presents a specific challenge. Our outbreak-based model attributes 66% (90% credibility interval 57%–74%) of foodborne campylobacteriosis to dairy, which is in line with other outbreak-based estimates for the United States (6,13). However, most foodborne Campylobacter outbreaks in this study were associated with unpasteurized fluid milk, which is not widely consumed by the general population. For example, in a Foodborne Active Surveillance Network population survey of food exposures, only 3% reported consuming unpasteurized milk in the preceding week (25). Moreover, outbreak-based estimates are not consistent with other lines of evidence. An analysis of 38 case–control studies of sporadic campylobacteriosis found a much smaller percentage of illnesses attributable to consumption of raw milk than chicken (12). For example, 1 of these studies, a Foodborne Active Surveillance Network
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**Figure 3.** Estimated percentages of foodborne illnesses attributed to food categories and 90% credibility intervals (error bars) for Salmonella (A), Escherichia coli O157 (B), Listeria monocytogenes (C), and Campylobacter (D), based on analysis of single-pathogen, single-food category outbreaks, Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System, United States, 1998–2012. Percentages are presented in descending order. Open squares indicate that no illnesses were attributed to that food category because no outbreaks were reported for that pathogen in that food category during the study period. Estimates calculated by using analysis of variance model–estimated outbreak illnesses for single pathogen, single food category outbreaks occurring during 1998–2012, with down-weighting of outbreaks that occurred during 1998–2007.
case–control study, attributed 1.5% of campylobacteriosis cases to consumption of unpasteurized milk, compared with 24% to consumption of chicken prepared in a restaurant (26). Structured expert judgment studies conducted in the United States and in other countries estimate 8%–10% of foodborne campylobacteriosis to be attributable to dairy products (principally, raw milk), compared with 33%–72% to chicken (27–30).

Because Campylobacter outbreaks appear to overrepresent dairy as a source of sporadic Campylobacter illness, we do not advise using these attribution percentages without further adjustment or without considering additional information. Removing the dairy category entirely might be an appropriate adjustment, given that the resulting distribution of Campylobacter attribution estimates across other food categories is more consistent with the published literature (31). When the dairy category is excluded from this analysis, 29% of Campylobacter illnesses are attributed to poultry (23.5% to chicken and 5.5% to turkey), 18% to vegetable row crops, 17% to seeded vegetables, 17% to other seafood, 8% to pork, 6% to other produce, and 6% to other food categories.

Our estimates reflect data on outbreaks that occurred during 1998–2012 because those were the most recent data available at the outset of this effort. We do not include more recent outbreaks in this analysis because substantial preparation of the data was needed, and because the primary purpose of this report is to describe our methods and explain modeling decisions. IFSAC has published reports based on more recent outbreaks using the methodology described in this article (32).

To address some of the challenges with using outbreak data to estimate the food categories responsible for foodborne illnesses, we developed an approach that reduces the influence of large outbreaks, adjusts for important epidemiologic characteristics, and weights recent data more heavily than older data. We also incorporate an updated food categorization scheme better aligned to the needs of regulatory agencies and provide statistical uncertainty around the estimates. This approach can be used for routine updating of estimates by incorporating additional years of data.

The resulting estimates of attribution percentages for Salmonella, E. coli O157, L. monocytogenes, and Campylobacter can play an important role in science- and risk-based decision-making because they can be used alongside other data to inform regulatory decisions, to prioritize food safety efforts, and to evaluate the effectiveness of prevention measures. Further, federal agency consensus on a single set of outbreak-based attribution estimates improves the transparency of governmental efforts to inform and engage stakeholders, such as industry and consumers, about food safety strategies.
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